LAMBOURN C of E PRIMARY SCHOOL
COMPUTING CURRICULUM

Intent
We aim to provide a high-quality and engaging computing education that will equip our pupils to become independent, skilled
computational thinkers. Through exploration and investigation activities, we develop our children’s creative and problem-solving
skills so they are able to adapt and develop a life-long fascination with our ever-changing technological world.
We teach the principles of information and computation, so the pupils learn how digital systems work and how to put this knowledge
to use. Our curriculum carefully plots the development of knowledge and understanding so that our pupils become equipped to use
information technology confidently and effectively. We aim for our pupils to become digitally literate – able to not just understand
and master IT processes, but to also manipulate it and use it to express themselves creatively and imaginatively.

Implementation
Our curriculum is based on the National Curriculum and the Statutory Framework for the Early Years Foundation Stage, 2021
EYFS
Curriculum planning is based on child-initiated learning, rather than subject specific areas; learning is experiential and holistic. Our
curriculum is based on the Statutory Framework for the Early Years Foundation Stage document, Department for
Education, 2021, and the supporting guidance: Development Matters in the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS), Department for
Education, 2020. Children learn to make sense of the world in their own way through play, first-hand experiences and people.
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Some aspects of the Key Stage One and Key Stage Two (Y1-Y6) computing curriculum have their roots in the EYFS learning
experiences and are reflected in a range of goals across this interrelated curriculum, but most notably in
‘Technology’.
Y1 – Y6
In our curriculum plans we have outlined the progression of knowledge in a black font, and skills in blue. Key skills and knowledge
are revisited, developed and embedded in order to secure a mastery of skills, concepts and understanding.
Computing is taught throughout the year in units of learning which are mapped onto long term plans. In order to maximize the
potential of our children’s learning experiences, these units are taught for a blocked period of time. Each unit is introduced through
an enquiry question. Resources, both pictorial and linguistic, form part of the learning wall display. These both introduce and help
to embed the learning.
We teach computing as a specific subject area, with a clear intention of developing our pupils’ skills, knowledge and experiences
through our computing curriculum. We also recognize the links that computing has with all the other subject areas and the ways
these links can be used to embed and enrich understanding. Teachers have considered this when mapping areas of learning
across the year. For example, the work on weather patterns (geography), and the work on gathering data from a digital weather
station (computing) are mapped together as they mutually enhance and support the pupils’ learning.
Digital research will be taught through other foundation subjects as appropriate.
In our PSHE curriculum, we teach our children about the importance of respect and inclusion through positive collaboration, which
is a strong feature of the computing curriculum. This work supports our vulnerable learners, including our Pupil Premium and SEND
pupils. If appropriate, specific needs-based support is provided for individuals. This can include additional adult support, both prior
to, and within the lesson as well as additional / alternative resources. Extension opportunities are available to pupils both as part of
the learning experiences. Many of the computing projects are open–ended, meaning that learners can readily be challenged and
extended. Equally, not all computing projects are collaborative. There are opportunities for extension or further mastery support,
through individual work.
Safety is an important element of our curriculum. Safety education is taught as a specific area of study each year. It is an on-going
feature of all elements of computing work, but also reinforced through cross-curricular work, including PSHE. We teach our
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children the regulations and protocols associated with accessing and using IT materials; we give them opportunities to work with
age appropriate materials and teach them to understand and successfully manage the risks.
We have a range of resources used as part of our computing curriculum. Laptops are our central hardware resource, but we also
have iPads, Beebots and Bluebots, as well as a wide range of APP resources.
Impact
The impact and measure of our curriculum is the extent our children acquire the skills, knowledge, vocabulary and enthusiasm for
computing. We aim for our pupils to show high aspirations, creativity, and a lifelong engagement with digital literacy.
Specific outcomes are planned as part each enquiry question through which the impact of the curriculum on the pupils’ learning can
be assessed. Work is saved, where appropriate, in pupils’ files. Where there are no physical outcomes able to be saved, key
thoughts / photos are recorded in floor books at the end of each unit of learning, as a way of celebrating the pupils’ achievements.
The Computing Subject Leader reviews the impact of the curriculum at least once a term, reporting their findings and any
recommendations to SLT.
For further information about curriculum procedures and processes, please see our Curriculum Policy.

EYFS
Curriculum planning is based on child-initiated learning. We guide our children to make sense of their world through opportunities to
explore and observe. They learn that a range of technology is used in homes and schools; with support they are taught to select
and use technology for different purposes. They discover the features of IT equipment starting with simple mechanical toys, looking
at real objects such as cameras and mobile phones leading onto knowing that information can be retrieved from computers and
interacting with age-appropriate computer software.
The following are the main stages of development that form the roots for the development of the computing curriculum
in Key Stage One and Key Stage Two. Teachers consider each child’s stage of development, observing what he / she
can do and then consider ways to support the child to strengthen and deepen their current learning and development.
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In general terms, this can be seen to be the basis of the curriculum in Nursery (birth to 3 years), F1 (3 and 4 year
olds) and F2 (Reception) – but as children develop at different rates and times, in practice, the curriculum and
teaching is adapted to suit individuals.
Early Learning Goal
Children recognise that a range of technology is used in places such as homes and schools. They select and use technology for
particular purposes.
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Year One
Programming and Coding

Devices, Networks and ESafety
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Creative Technology / Multimedia

Sequencing
Know that the sequence of instructions
are important to achieve a desired
outcome. Use unplugged examples
such as filling a water bottle and
making a jam sandwich to show the
importance of sequencing.

Know that a range of technology is used in
places such as homes and schools.

Be able to use Paint to draw and paint, with
text

Know the difference between real
experiences and imaginary experiences on
a computer.

Be able to create a story with text and
pictures / sound / animations.

Know and understand the school’s e-safety
Beebots
procedures, including the use of
Know that devices can be controlled by passwords. Be able to access
content/learning spaces using a simple
buttons and single step commands.
password.
Be able to recognise and talk about
Be able to:
actions and the effect they have.
• Switch on and shut down a laptop
• Launch an application by double
Be able to use
clicking
simple directional
instructions to
program (step by
step) a robot to
reach a defined
destination.

Conceptual vocabulary: sequence,
Conceptual vocabulary: wifi, landline
phone, mobile, computer, laptop, iPad,
instructions, directions, program,
left, right, forward, back, move, turn, whiteboard, camera, photocopier, CD
player, mouse mat, shut down,
click / double click
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Taught as a discrete IT skill within weather
enquiry (science):
Be able to create graphs and
charts (e.g. through TopMarks)

Conceptual vocabulary: save, file, open,
cursor, drag and drop, mouse mat

Outcome
Program Beebot to reach a prescribed
destination

Outcome
Access content with a password and
explain why it is important to keep it safe
and secure.
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Outcome
Multi-media story

Year Two
Programming and Coding

Devices, Networks and E-Safety Creative Technology / Multimedia
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Bluebots (including APP)
Know that devices and software can be
controlled by buttons and single step
commands.

Know common uses of information
technology beyond school e.g. traffic
lights, pedestrian crossings, shopping
tills, information boards.

Know that devices and actions on
screen may be controlled by
sequences of actions or instructions.
Be able to predict the outcome of a
sequence of actions.
Understand that different sequences of
actions (Algorithms) can achieve the
same outcomes.
Understand the logical constraints of a
Bluebot. Be able to create and debug a
simple program to achieve a desired
route; be able to talk about what went
wrong and how to make corrections.

Be able to select and use technology
for particular purposes: iPad for
photographs, Internet for research
Be able to talk about good choices
when playing games and activities
online with a range of devices.
Understand who it is safe to
communicate with online. Know what to
do if they see something they don’t like
or upsets them online. Be able to
broadly describe how to keep safe
online.
Be able to access and store content /
learning spaces with a simple
password.
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Be able to use Paint to
• Open a file
• Save a file into a folder
• Create a picture
• Insert a text
• Print
Taught as a discrete IT skill within the
Lambourn (geography) enquiry:
Be able to use Word to:
 Open a file
• Save a file into a folder
• Add text by typing
• Add text by copying and pasting
• Insert on-line pictures / photographs
• Print

Taught as a discrete IT skill within
geography weather enquiry:
Be able to use a digital weather station
in order to collect data.

Develop and evaluate algorithms. Be
able to make the algorithm more
efficient.
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Conceptual vocabulary: algorithm,
sequence, logical constraints, debug,
ninety degrees, obstacles, efficient,
program, device, iPad, APP, Bluetooth,
repeat, command,, tap, save, load,
input, output, memory, reset, sleepmode

Conceptual vocabulary: text, image,
Conceptual vocabulary: traffic lights, photograph, open, save, folder, picture,
pedestrian crossings, shopping tills, photographs
information boards, data,
photographs,

Outcomes
Outcomes
A Bluebot follows a pre-programed route Annotated diagram of technology
to get to a prescribed destination beyond school / home
efficiently.
Class e-safety poster

Outcome
A creative piece of digital artwork
Illustrated, cross-curricular text (geography)

Graphs (geography)

Year Three
Programming and Coding

Devices, Networks and E-Safety
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Creative Computing

Develop logical reasoning skills and
understand decomposition using
unplugged activities. Be able to use
logical reasoning to explain how some
simple algorithms work and to detect and
correct errors - debug. (River Crossing
Activity and Lego Building
Algorithm)
Explore the software Scratch by
completing the Tinkering Activity. Be able
to control motion (speed, direction,
distance), looks (saturation, brightness),
sound (timbre, duration), and events
(duration) through the manipulation of
code blocks.

Know how flow charts are created and
that they follow the sequence, selection,
repetition process. Understand the

Be able to create and use a secure
password and keep it private.

Be able to use Puppet Pals to create a
multi-media animated show.

Know what to do if online content, words
or activity make you feel uncomfortable.
Know how to behave safely on line.

Taught as a discrete IT skill within
Lambourn (geography) enquiry:
Be able to use Word to (in addition to
Be able to talk about good choices when Y2):
• Modify text using the home tab
playing games and activities online with a
range of devices. Be able to give
• Create and insert a table
examples of the risks of online
• Insert own photograph
communications.
Taught as a discrete IT skill within history
Taught as a discrete IT skill within plant
enquiry:
(science) enquiry:
Be able to use PowerPoint to:
Be able to use a microscope to
 Open a file
investigate plants. Be able to use these
• Save a file into a folder
images in a Word presentation.
• Add text
• Insert table, chart, graphic, picture
• Modify, using the home tab
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importance of selection and the decision
diamond. Be able to create a flow chart
using the correct symbols for an
unplugged activity such as ‘What
happens at break time if it rains?’
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Conceptual vocabulary: logical
Conceptual
vocabulary:
password, Conceptual vocabulary: Word, tab, table,
reasoning, decomposition, algorithm,
communication, online, uncomfortable bold, font, italics, bullet points,
detect, correct, debug, tinkering,
underline, table, chart, graphic
Scratch, program, code, sprite, file,
scroll, delete, file, save, load, copy, drag
and drop, block, code blocks, flow chart,
sequence, selection, repetition, decision
diamond.
Outcome
Code and save a simple project in
Scratch using the motion, looks and
sound code blocks.

Outcome
E-safety poster

Outcome
Animated show (Puppet Pals)

Word explanation text with microscope
images (science)

Word information text (geography)
PowerPoint presentation (history)

Year Four
Programming and Coding

Devices, Networks and E-Safety Creative Computing
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Recognise and understand simple Pseudo Know some of the risks and benefits of Be able to use Excel to:
code using unplugged activities. Be able to the internet.
• Open a file
compare to the flow chart process.
• Save a file into a folder
Know how to behave in order to protect
• Add data to cells
Know the four levels of abstraction and
yourself online.
• Modify the presentation of data,
how they are interrelated. Be able to write
using the home tab and right click
a program in Scratch using if, then and
Know how to exchange information and
function
else selection commands.
collaborate with others within and
beyond school (e.g. via learning
Know how to use logical reasoning to
platforms)
detect and correct errors in programming
and to explain how code works.
Understand that comments made online
which are hurtful or offensive are the
same as bullying.
Taught as a discrete IT skill during the
sound (science) enquiry:
Be able to use data loggers to
investigate sound, collecting, analysing,
evaluating and presenting data.

Taught as part of e-safety (computing)
enquiry:
Be able to use Word to (in addition to
Y3):
• Modify text using the home tab
and right click function
• Insert a table
• Use a hyperlink
Taught as a discrete IT skill during the
history enquiry:
Be able to use PowerPoint to (in addition
to Y3 ) to modify a presentation, using
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the insert and design tabs and right click
function
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Conceptual vocabulary: pseudocode, flow
chart, algorithm, selection, if, then, else,
code blocks, run, condition, irregular,
hexagon, logical reasoning, debugging,
levels of abstractions, input, process,
output
Outcome
Write a Maths Quiz in Scratch using
selection.

Conceptual vocabulary: email,
appropriate, bullying, online, data
loggers

Outcome
On-line communication via Seesaw
E-safety anti-bullying information text
Sound analysis presentation (science)

Conceptual vocabulary: cell, table,
design, insert

Outcome
a) Simple data sheet
b) Word information text (e-safety)
c) PowerPoint multi-page
presentation (history)

Year Five
Programming and Coding

Devices, Networks and E-Safety Creative Computing
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Understand and explore what variables
are by engaging in unplugged activities.
Know how variables can be used in
programs. Be able to use variables in
Scratch to make a scoring system for the
Maths Selection game developed and
created in Year 4.
Know how to write a program in Scratch
that uses the repeat command and
understand how to use nested loops. Be
able to explain why repetition is useful in
programming.

Be able to use the internet in ways which Taught as a discrete IT skill during space
minimize risks; know the consequences enquiry:
of not doing so.
Be able to use Excel to (in addition to
Y4):
Know how to select, use and maintain a
• Sum, average data
selection of strong, secure passwords.
• Create appropriate graphs (from
column, line, bar and pie); be
Be able to communicate safely with
able to insert text
others within and beyond school, via
personal email (Teams, Office 365)

Understand the effect of online
comments and be able to show
responsibility and sensitivity when
online.

Taught as a discrete IT skill during
biology enquiry:
Be able to use Word to (in addition to
Y4):
Be able to consider the impact of
• Modify text using the insert tab
information shared with others, including
• Add text box
sharing of personal images, please see
• Orientate layout
Y5 PSHE curriculum.
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Understanding a variety of methods to
communicate and collaborate online
safely and responsibly.
Taught as part of materials (science)
enquiry:
Be able to use data loggers to
investigate temperature, collecting,
analysing, evaluating and presenting
data.
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Taught as a discrete IT skill during
history enquiry:
Be able use PowerPoint to (in addition to
Y4) Modify a presentation, using the
animation tab

Conceptual vocabulary: variables, values,
memory, hardware, data, processor,
continuous, discrete, repetition,
commands, nested loops, efficient,
regular, polygons,
Outcome
Use repetition commands (including
nested loops) to write efficient code to
draw patterns that include regular
polygons

Conceptual vocabulary: communicate,
responsible, sensitivity, secure,
strong passwords, minimize risks

Outcome
On-line safety poster (Word)
Presentation of temperature
investigation, using data logging
graphs (science)

Conceptual vocabulary: sum, average,
column, line, bar, pie, row

Outcome
a) Excel data sheet with graph and text
(science)
b) Word information text (science)
c) PowerPoint multi-page animated
presentation (history)

Year Six
Programming and Coding

Devices, Networks and E-Safety Creative Computing
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Use the four levels of abstraction and
logical reasoning to design, code and
evaluate a game in Scratch.
Use computational thinking to present
the final design (algorithm) and the
coded game in Scratch to an end user.
Be able to include but not limited to:
selection (if, then, else), repetition,
(nested loops), variables (score / lives)

Be able to use Excel to create a simple
Know how a computer network operates. formula.
Know about different services provided
by the internet (e.g. Facebook, games,
social media) and how information
moves around the internet.
Know how to keep profiles for web sites
and social media accounts private and
can explain why this is important.
Be able to communicate safely,
respectfully and responsibly via email
(Office 365)

Be able to explore the range of graphs
and then select the most appropriate
graph to suit the purpose. Be able to use
a range of features to present data
Be able to consider the impact of
information shared with others, including effectively.
sharing of personal images, please see
Y6 PSHE curriculum.
Taught as a discrete IT skill during history
enquiry:
Be able to give examples of the risks of Be able to use PowerPoint to create a
social media and demonstrate
presentation to an audience
knowledge of how to minimise risk and
report problems.
Taught as part of e-safety enquiry:
Be able to use Publisher to create an
effective leaflet, modifying the text, using
the home, insert and page design tabs
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Understand that it is illegal to download
copy write material, including music or
games, without express written
permission, from the copyright holder.
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Conceptual vocabulary: Logical
Conceptual vocabulary: Facebook,
reasoning, computational thinking,
social medial, minimize risk, copy
four levels of abstraction, task,
write, holder, permission, impact
design, code, execution, presentation,
evaluation
Outcome
Outcome
A game in Scratch

E-safety leaflet (Publisher)

Conceptual vocabulary: formula, area,
scatter, combo, template, guides

Outcome
A spreadsheet with applied formula
A range of graphs to match the purpose
PowerPoint presentation to an audience
(history)
Publisher leaflet (e-safety)
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Key Stage Three Curriculum
Pupils should be taught to:
















design, use and evaluate computational abstractions that model the state and behaviour of real-world
problems and physical systems
understand several key algorithms that reflect computational thinking [for example, ones for sorting and
searching]; use logical reasoning to compare the utility of alternative algorithms for the same problem
use 2 or more programming languages, at least one of which is textual, to solve a variety of computational
problems; make appropriate use of data structures [for example, lists, tables or arrays]; design and
develop modular programs that use procedures or functions
understand simple Boolean logic [for example, AND, OR and NOT] and some of its uses in circuits and
programming; understand how numbers can be represented in binary, and be able to carry out simple
operations on binary numbers [for example, binary addition, and conversion between binary and decimal]
understand the hardware and software components that make up computer systems, and how they
communicate with one another and with other systems
understand how instructions are stored and executed within a computer system; understand how data of
various types (including text, sounds and pictures) can be represented and manipulated digitally, in the
form of binary digits
undertake creative projects that involve selecting, using, and combining multiple applications, preferably
across a range of devices, to achieve challenging goals, including collecting and analysing data and
meeting the needs of known users
create, reuse, revise and repurpose digital artefacts for a given audience, with attention to trustworthiness,
design and usability
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understand a range of ways to use technology safely, respectfully, responsibly and securely, including
protecting their online identity and privacy; recognise inappropriate content, contact and conduct, and
know how to report concerns
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